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WileyX looks to
future as itmarks 30
years in business

Longevity is not necessarily a given in the shooting trade. As protective eyewear
specialistWiley X celebrates its 30th anniversary,GTW looks at how it has not only

stayed the course but is still growing at an impressive rate.

It was in 1987 that Wiley X,
Inc began its quest to become

a world leader in the research,
development and marketing of
protective eyewear and gloves
for military, law enforcement
and civilian markets.
Born on the battle�eld

through strong relationships
with US Armed Forces and
elite Special Forces units,
Wiley X remains a standard-
issue item with many of these
professionals.
�is success was repeated in

commercial markets that rely on

impact resistance as the brand’s
reputation in the military and
law enforcement markets grew.
Alongside the hunting and

shooting sports market, it also
formed a strong following in
motorcycle riding, �shing,
hiking, biking and various
extreme sports.
In 2007, 20 years after

opening its doors in California,
USA,Wiley X built an o�ce in
Vemb,Denmark, to manage and
facilitate all European markets.
Since then,Wiley X has set

the benchmark for safety, style

and utility in the premium
performance sunglasses category
by absolutely insisting that
all adult premium eyewear
products meet the ANSI
Z87.1-2010 safety standard
for High Velocity/High Mass
Impact as well as being EN.166
certi�ed.
In addition,many models

also meet various MIL-SPEC
ballistic military standards for
both goggles and spectacles.
Wiley X is the only premium

sunglasses manufacturer
in the world whose entire

adult line exceeds OSHA
occupational safety standards.
Under licence, it also produces
100 per cent ANSI-rated
and EN.166 certi�ed safety
eyewear for some of the world’s
most iconic brands, such as
Harley Davidson, John Deere,
Remington and 5.11 Tactical.

TAKINGAVIEW
With a 30-year history behind
it,GTW was keen to �nd out
where the company is now and
how it plans to tackle the next
three decades and beyond.
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Ray Hill,Wiley X’s director of
corporate accounts and outdoor
sales in the USA, explained:
“�is market continues to be a
big and important part of our
outdoor sales.Overall, we are
seeing consistent growth year
over year, which says consumers
are recognising the quality that
WX products oer as well as
demanding/expecting more from
their related eye protection.
“Wiley X de�nitely has

solidi�ed itself as the ‘best’when
it comes to the typically used
‘good, better, best’ approach at
retail. Not only do all of our
hunting/shooting-speci�c models
meet ANSI Z87.1-2010 and
EN.166 safety standards, like
every Wiley X style, but our
entire Changeable series geared
towards the hunter/shooter also
meets or exceeds VO Ballistic
Military standards MIL-PRF-
32432(GL).
“As in most retail settings,

competition within the various
eye protection categories is
abundant.However, when it
comes to high-quality, stylish-
performance-based ballistic eye
protection,Wiley X has and
continues to set the benchmark
with over 30 years of research and
development.”
�omasWæver, the Europe,

Middle East and Africa vice-
president and outdoor director,
added: “In EMEA hunters and
shooters are paying more and
more attention to the use of
protective eyewear.Going back
10 to 20 years hunters had to
accept the fact that for safety
reasons we had to wear orange
colours when hunting.At the
very beginning a lot of hunters
were against it. But, as time
passed, they got used to it.
“�ey have taken to the use

of hearing protection more than
eye protection – if you shoot a lot
during a day, the impact on your
ears will force you to use hearing
protection.
“However, the acceptance of

utilising eye protection has taken
a longer path because the initial
impact may not be recognised
until it’s too late.�e long-term
consequences can be just as
bad by not wearing proper eye

protection.However, it’s the
immediate or everyday chance
taken when shooting or hunting
that could prove to be very grave.
“I have met many hunters who

told me that they wish they had
worn eye protection the day they
were hit by a pellet, a piece of a
clay or had a branch in their eye
– and they will regret this for the
rest of their lives.
“Having said that,more and

more shooters have discovered

the advantages of wearing eye
protection but many hunters still
need to understand this.�ey
will also be able to pick up targets
faster using a coloured lens than
they would without wearing one,
while you can get prescription
eyewear and even cure cross-eye
domination.”

GROWTH STRATEGY
With that in mind, it is
important to continue to

educate shooters, hunters and
retailers about the bene�ts of the
products.
�omas explained: “Because

Wiley X is the only supplier
of protective eyewear with a
complete line of eyewear meeting
or exceeding the hardest tests in
the world – the military tests and
the possibility to get your own
prescription in your eyewear – we
have a package that no other
manufacturer can deliver.

“I have met many hunters who told me that they wish they had
worn eye protection the day they were hit by a pellet, a piece of a
clay or had a branch in their eye – and they will regret this for the

rest of their lives.”
THOMAS WÆVER | WILEY X

WILEY X BOSS

WILEY X ENZO

WILEY X NASH
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“We have set the benchmark
for safety, style and utility in
the premium performance
eyewear category and the word is
spreading fast about the quality
of our eyewear.We will continue
to set up exclusive distributors
in all of EMEA and, with more
than 90 open countries still to
cover in Europe,Middle East,
Africa and Russia, our market
share will only rise in the years
to come.
“But to be ahead of our

‘competitors’we have to bring
to market new and innovative
products and we are working
on just that for hunting and
shooting. It is still in the design
phase, but it will be a head-turner
when we introduce this on a
global scale in the near future.”
Ray added: “Obviously market

share is what it’s all about, so we
are always pushing the envelope
in product development to
further expand our lines in the
hunting/shooting categories.
“One key way we continue

to do this is through education
across all fronts, from our
retailers, distributors and
independent dealers, down to
the end user.We are also forging

strategic partnerships with the
top brands in the marketplace,
just as we’ve done with
Remington.
“What people expect out

of their personal protective
equipment (PPE) has changed –
designing higher quality products
that are speci�c to the individual
needs of adults, females and
youth, while also considering
price points, are important to this
process.
“We look to avoid that ‘cookie

cutter’ approach of one style

�ts all. Eyewear is a personal
purchase and having various
styles that are uniquely designed
to �t those individual needs
results in gained market share
and consumer loyalty, which will
help solidify additional sales in
the future. It comes down to
knowing what consumers are
looking for and delivering quality
products.”

DESIGNAND
DEVELOPMENT
Not surprisingly, therefore,

SHOT Show 2017 is a key
landmark for the company, both
in terms of its age and what it
brings to the market next.
Ray revealed: “�is 30-year

milestone signi�es the growing
strength of our brand and
continued success we’ve had
across our various sales channels
over the years.On the product
side, there will be additions
to our popular Black Ops
collection, a redesigned Guard
Advanced with new X-Lock
technology for quick and easy

“You only get one set of eyes to protect, so be confident and look
good doing it with Wiley X. Absolute. Premium. Protection.”

THOMAS WÆVER | WILEY X

WILEY X VALOR
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WileyX EMEA
E: info@wileyx.eu
W:www.wileyx.eu

WileyX Inc (USA)
E: info@wileyx.com
W:www.wileyx.com

GTW

lens interchangeability, as well as
a Kryptek series that highlights
three of its most popular hunting,
tactical and water-inspired
camou�age patterns.
“We expect great success with

our new products across all sales
verticals, but especially within our
outdoor, tactical and hunting/
shooting categories because they
truly speak to our core customer
base and the heritage of the
Wiley X, Inc brand.”
It is vital toWiley X that all of

its adult glasses meet the ANSI
Z87.1-2010 safety standard as well
as being EN.166 certi�ed because
eye protection is such a crucial area
for hunters and shooters.
Ray said: “�is isn’t just

the approach in the USA, it’s
global, because all adult Wiley
X eyewear is certi�ed to the
European standard for safety
(EN.166) as well. It’s obvious
that Wiley X holds tremendous
value on protecting consumers’
vision and educating them on the
importance of performance safety
eyewear.
“Wiley X is proud to be a

family and US veteran-founded
organisation and a global leader
at the forefront of optical

technology and safety eye
protection. It’s that commitment
to producing high-quality eye
protection, that is not only
diverse in style but also in design,
which allows our consumers to
trust their vision needs toWiley
X, no matter what their activity.
“Add in our limited lifetime

warranty and the fact we are an
ISO 9001:2008 certi�ed company
and this innately increases
consumer con�dence because it
veri�es our production processes
and products continue to meet the
highest quality standards in the
industry.Continually striving for
the best, it’s clear why you should
considerWiley X when looking
to buy the best,most durable and
functional safety-rated eyewear
available.You only get one set of
eyes to protect, so be con�dent
and look good doing it with
Wiley X.Absolute. Premium.
Protection.”

Phone: +33 7 68 08 02 78 - Email: info@fier-ammunition.com
www.fier-ammunition.com

Paris-France

Big Game ammo in 12, 16 & 20 Gauge
A wide range of bullets for all kinds of big game

� 12 FIER Classic in 28g - 1oz
� 12 FIER Classic light in 24g - .85oz
� 12 FIER Expansive in 27.7g - .97oz
� 12 FIER Expansive Nature in 24.5g - .86oz (lead free)
� 12 FIER Training in 20g - .71oz
� 12 FIER Training Nature (lead free)
� 16 FIER Classic in 23g - .81oz
� 20 FIER Nature in 20g - .71oz (lead free)

FIER Optimize the impact energy
� Neutralizing power, precision, velocity
� High penetration of central dart
� Strong expansion of mobile hammer
� Ricochet risk reduction
� Adapted to all chokes
� No lead on barrels

FIER
AMMUNITION
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